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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past decades, research into firm and employment dynamics has received strong 

impetus from improved accessibility to large-scale official datasets. The pitfalls 

associated with the use of these data are well understood [1][2]. One of the main 

difficulties is that firms may change identifier for a variety of reasons such as a change in 

ownership, legal form, merger or split-up. This leads to an overestimation of aggregate 

firm and employment dynamics and a bias in firm-level estimates [3][4]. To address 

these problems, statistical agencies have developed record linking methods to identify 

and repair missing links between firm identifiers. Two sets of methods, which take an 

entirely different approach to the firm linking problem, are now commonly implemented. 

The first relies on conventional record linking methods and uses information from 

additional business data sources and probabilistic matching techniques to link firm 

identifiers. The second relies on linked employer-employee data and uses one key input 

factor of the firm, the workforce, to identify changes in identifiers and firm structure. 

Both conventional and employee-flow methods are found to remove a substantial amount 

of ‘spurious’ firm and employment reallocation from the data [5][6]. Less is known, 

however, about the bias that is left in dynamic measures after the linkage methods have 

been implemented.  

This paper empirically evaluates the sensitivity of widely-used measures of firm and 

employment dynamics to the longitudinal linkage problem. We consider entry and exit 

rates, the employment distribution at entry and exit, job creation and destruction rates, 

and firm-level growth rates. We aim at empirically comparing how well the two types of 

record linking methods perfom in producing reliable means of these measures. Using 

panel data on the population of Belgian private employer firms in 2003-2012, we apply 

two linking methods that are illustrative examples of the conventional and the employee-

flow approach. We calculate the empirical measures before and after application of each 

individual method, and compare them to benchmark results obtained by both methods 

combined. The benchmark results enable us to evaluate the bias left in the measures by 

each method separately. 

2. METHODS 

The first set of firm linkages we implement relies on convential record linking methods 

and has been developed by Statistics Belgium. The approach follows the Eurostat/OECD 

recommendations for the construction of harmonised business registers and statistical 

indicators on firm demography [7]. To identify changes in firm identifiers and firm 

structure, the method makes use of information on firm continuity from supplementary 

data sources, such as Commercial Court files and social security data. In addition, firm 

identifiers are linked by a probability-based matching procedure, which exploits 

similarities in firm name, address and 4 digits industry code. 
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The second set of linkages is based on an employee-flow approach [8][9]. If a firm 

changes identifier but continues its operations, one of the main production factors, the 

stock of employees, is likely to remain largely the same. Similarly, if firms are merged, 

split up or parts are sold to another firm, this will be reflected in a division or merger of 

workforces. Continuity of the workforce can thus be used to trace the continuity of the 

firm. The method identifies large clusters of employees that ‘move’ between two firm 

identifiers in a short period of time, i.e. between two quarterly observations. The 

employee flows are used to signal changes in identifiers or firm structure. The method 

applied in this paper has been developed in collaboration with the National Social 

Security Office taking, similar methods in other countries as an example. 

We finally construct longitudinal firm linkages that incorporate all information provided 

by both the conventional and the employee-flow method. Links edited in this way are the 

most accurate longitudinal firm records that can be obtained with the available methods. 

They are used to calculate benchmark measures against which results obtained by the 

two individual methods are compared. 

3. RESULTS 

We here report the results for two key measures of employment dynamics: the 

employment distribution at entry and exit, and job creation and destruction rates. In the 

full paper, additional results are discussed with respect to entry and exit rates, annual 

variance of job reallocation rates, and firm-level growth rates. 

Panel a. of Figure 1 presents the distribution of employment created by new firms at 

entry, and panel b. the employment distribution of firms in the year of exit. The top lines 

represent the results based on the unedited data, and the other three lines show the results 

after implementation of the linkage procedures, i.e. after ‘spurious’ entrants or exits have 

been removed. Spurious entrants are established firms that are misclassified as entrants 

due a change in identifier or firm structure. Spurious exits are continuing firms 

misclassified as exits for similar reasons. 

  

Figure 1. Employment distribution of entrants and exits 
Note: Annual averages over the 2003-2012 period 
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The benchmark results (lower lines) show that job creation by real entrants and job 

destruction by real exits is highly concentrated in the smallest size categories. In the 

unedited data (top lines), the distribution are strongly shifted to the right: missing links 

between firm identifiers introduce an important upward bias in the employment shares of 

medium and large size classes. The conventional link method leaves a substantial bias in 

the data. The method fails to identify an important part of spurious entrants and exits in 

medium and large size classes, which disproportionately affect the results. The employee 

flow method, by contrast, is effective in identifying misclassified entrants and exits in the 

most critical size classes above 10 employees. The method strongly reduces the initial 

biases and reveals entry and exit patterns that closely resemble the right-skewed 

distributions obtained by the benchmark results. 

Table 1 presents summary measures of job reallocation before and after the linkage 

procedures. Net employment growth is decomposed into job creation by entrants and 

expanding firms, and job destruction by exiters and contracting firms, following [10].  

Table 1. Annual job creation and destruction rates 

  
Net 

growth 

rate 

 
Job creation rate 

 
Job destruction rate 

  
 

Total By entry 
By ex-

pansion  
Total By exit 

By con-

traction 

a. Rates (%) 
         

Unedited data  1.03 
 

9.01 2.52 6.48 
 

7.98 3.06 4.92 

Conventional method 1.03 
 

8.17 2.09 6.08 
 

7.14 2.24 4.89 

Employee flow method 1.03 
 

7.24 1.49 5.75 
 

6.21 1.64 4.57 

Both methods combined 1.03 
 

7.06 1.39 5.67 
 

6.03 1.52 4.51 

b. Percent bias vs. both methods combined  

Unedited data  
  

28% 81% 14% 
 

32% 102% 9% 

Conventional method 
  

16% 50% 7% 
 

18% 48% 9% 

Both methods combined 
  

3% 7% 1% 
 

3% 8% 1% 

Note: Annual averages over the 2003-2012 period 

Total employment increased by 1.03% on average per year in period of observation 

(2003-2012).  Statistics based on both methods combined show that the net growth rate is 

the result of an average annual job creation rate of 7.06 per cent and a job destruction rate 

of 6.03 per cent. If based on unedited data, the rates are overestimated by about 2 

percentage points, or 28 percent and 32 per cent respectively. The bias is mainly due to 

an overestimation of the job creation rate by entry (81%) and the job destruction rate by 

exit (102%). Job reallocation rates by expanding and contracting firms are less strongly 

overestimated. In line with the results discussed before, the employee flow method yields 

job creation and destruction rates that are close to the benchmark results, leaving only 3 

percent bias in the total job reallocation rates. The conventional method, leaves a 

substantial upward bias in the measures. Most noticeable is the 50 percent overestimation 

of the job creation rate by entry and the 48 percent overestimation of the job destruction 

rate by exit. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Our main findings are summarized as follows. Larger firms are disproportionally affected 

by the longitudinal linkage problem and introduce an upward bias in job creation and 

destruction rates, especially at entry and exit. Missing linkages lead to employment 

distributions at entry and exit that are strongly biased towards larger firms, to spurious 
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variation in annual job reallocation, and to an underestimation of firm-level growth rates 

in medium and large size classes. The two linkage methods yield markedly different 

results. The employee-flow method is most effective in capturing missing links in the 

critical size classes above 10 employees and strongly reduces the initial biases. The 

results from this method are close to the benchmark measures and reveal highly right-

skewed employment distributions at entry and exit, moderate job creation and destruction 

rates, and remarkably stable job reallocation by entrants and exits over time. The 

conventional method, by contrast, leaves an important bias in all measures of 

employment dynamics because it misses an important share of longitudinal linkages in 

larger size classes.  

Our findings have important implications for policy measures based on administrative 

registers. Employment statistics based on poorly edited longitudinal data support the 

common perception that entrants and small firms are the engine of job creation. Instead, 

improved longitudinal linkages reveal that job creation by entrants is extremely modest, 

and that large established firms contribute more positively to employment growth than 

smaller ones.. 
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